[Profile of heart rate variation and diurnal rhythm of blood pressure change in patients with mild to moderate arterial hypertension].
The aim of this study was to estimate the heart rate variability and blood pressure in dipper and nondipper, mild to moderate hypertensive patients and evaluate the correlation of these data. 41 patients were included in this study. All patients underwent the bifunctional ambulatory blood pressure and ECG monitoring ("Cardiotens-01", Medithech, Hungary). The correlative analysis was done with the programme "Microsoft Excel". The dipper and nondipper patients with mild to moderate arterial hypertension were found not to have any significant differences in average heart rate variability patterns, but nondippers had more significant vegetative disorders, that was reflected in converse correlation between heart rate variability and blood pressure patterns. In dippers there was noted the direct correlation characterizing the activation of the compensatory mechanisms.